
SECTION ONE: GENERALITIES

1. AIMS AND ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH

Thi s research concerns Warao , a 1 anguage i sol ate of
Venezuela. Its goals are two-fold: it offers a
typological ly-oriented reference grammar of the language, and
it also describes, on the grounds of sociolinguistic data, the
speech styles observed in Warao. I have striven to make the
grammar as general as possible, covering as many topics as
possi bl e i n a framework that is understandabl e and usabl e by
linguists of al 1 theoretical persuasions. Additionally, I have
endeavoured to depict styles by considering language
structures that correlate with spatial, temporal and
referential—content factors, as well as social factors defined
on the basi s of rel at i ons between , or among , speakers and
hearers.

The body of this work is organized into two broad parts
corresponding to its two most general concerns. After SECTION
ONE that provi des general i ti es about the research and the
language, in the first part, consisting of SECTIONS TWO, THREE
and FOUR, I offer syntactic, morphological and phonological
features of Warao. In the remaining part, consisting of
SECTION FIVE, I describe speech acts, participants roles and
styles detected in the language. For the purposes of handling
the contents, all throughout this investigation, SECTIONS have
been divided into SUB-SECTIONS numbered correlati vely from 1.

through 34 . Further sub—di vi si ons Are i ncl uded , al so numbered
in correspondence with that numeric entry identifying the
sub—section to which they are asbcribed.

2. THE WARAO PEOPLE

I will not attempt in this section to offer a deep
demographic and ethnographic analysis of the Warao: only
essential orienting information is provided.

The Warao currently live in the swampy areas next to the
hundreds of canos through whi ch the Drinoca r i ver f 1 ows i nto
the Atlantic Ocean. This is an extensive triangular—shaped
deltaic zone of about 22,500 square kilometers where several
Warao settlements may be found within relatively short
exploring journeys. As for present day population, the Warao
consist of approximately 15,000 individuals. Most of them are
bilingual in Warao and Spanish to varying degrees. Rather
few communities are dominantly monolingual in Warao. Usually
these atre the most remote and difficult to reach, located next
to the Guyanese border

.

The etymol ogy of the term Warao i s wa_
v canoe * and arao



"people", that is, 'canoe people". In a euphemistic sense,
"sailor at heart" would be a suitable referent -for a Warao.
This is felt in the manner they address those who are not
Warao whom they call hotarao: hot

a

"high land", arao 'people",
i.e., "high land people" , or * land lubbers"

.

From a social -anthropological perspective, the Warao may be
considered as an "aquatic" fishing, hunting andd gathering
30C i ety Suarez ( 1 97 1) provi des ethnographi cal detai Is of
relevance for this study- Some aspects reported by Suarez
(1971) deal with the Warao social and economic organization.
Any Warao settlement is composed of an extended family that
may have an average population of fifty individuals. Often a
household consists of a man, his wife and their unmarried
daughters and sons. The Warao practice matrilocal residence.
The traditional economy is mainly based on palm tree
by-products, though this system is losing importance.
Recently, as a consequence of the permanent presence of
missionaries and the population of Spanish descent the Warao
have become corn and rice growers, undergoing a strong process
of accul turat i on . The co-ex i stence of the tradi ti onal and new
economies has brought about the transformation of the Warao
from fishermen, hunters and gatherers to wage-earning laborers
still living in their primeval environment.

3. DATA BASE OF THE STUDY

Insofar as possible, all data in the research aure from
elicited material, though extended texts are used to fill in
certain gaps and to il lustrate simple, completely
straight—forward forms. The field work sessions extended
aver an eighteen—month period starting in September 1987
and concluding by May 1989- Further data was collected in
August 1993. A corpus recorded on thirty six 90-minute tapes
was il 1 pcted. It took about six months to transcribe
phc igi cal ly those portions of the recorded material
necessary for the research. The stage of data transcription
and analysis was completed early in 1990 and re-started for
new material in January 1995.

During the field work stage, with Lino Palomo, a community
leader of Spanish descent from the State of Monagas, I visited
thirteen Warao settlements along Cafio Buna, including some
located in the Tigre, Winamorena and Wanakawaha islands. These
1 atter sites ^re al 1 in CaKo Manamo—a major waterway that
marks the borderline between the states of Monagas and Delta
Amacuro. I chose San Jose de Buna, a small town about a
90-minute drive from Maturin, as the center of my operations
in the area. This was a strategic place given that San Jose de
Buha is a location midway between Maturf n (a major urban
center and state capital , where the Uni versidad de Oriente—my
employer institution—has one of its campuses) and the Warao
motherland. From San Jose de Buha, I frequently travelled by



outboard boat to the informants' places- It must be mentioned
that I visited San Jose de Buna eleven times during the data
collection stage, my longest stay being of -fourteen days
during the Easter break of 1989.

An i mportant ex per i ence rel ates to my war k in Mi namorena . On
this island, I visited a settlement where the orikaika
ori warao * community made up of by an extended family"—the
Warao primal manner of social grouping—still survives. I

collected there a variety of speech acts including
story-telling about ancestors as well as mythical characters.
Al so , I recorded data about how the Warao conduct col 1 ect i ve
discussion to solve community problems, advice to reach
set 1 1 ements i n the event of di spute and other spec i f i c sac i al
and 1 i ngui sti c performances. Fi nal 1 y , in Wanakawaha , I had the
opportunity to be close to a place where a rite would be
performed by the wisiratu . a religious power-endowed
personage, that direct the cult of the spirits. I observed
some of his actions, but I was unable to get recordings or
even details of his gestures because I was not allowed inside
the dwelling of the sick he was curing.

Data collection around Cano Buna and Cano Manama revitalized
the information about the language revealed by my previous
material recorded in Hurupu, in the State of Sucre in 1979,
arid Yakar i yene , State of Del ta Amacura i n 1983. These two
places where I collected data in 1979 and 1983 Are located
about 150 kilometers in a straight line from Buna, to the
north and southeast respectively. I have confirmed my
hypothesis that there are not dialectal variants of Warao,
though I rather think that there Are some lexical differences
that do not considerably affect mutual intel 1 igibility.

As for the use of extended texts, these are either from
Barral (1964) or from Vaquero (1965). Textual data from these
missionaries Are primarily from the Central Orinoco Delta.
Most of these texts comprise ancestral stories and myths,
although there Are some conversational samples mainly of a
procedural nature. In this research , examples taken from the
authors appear together wi th their bi b 1 i ographi cal source.

4. METHODOLOGY FOR DATA COLLECTION

I followed the methodological procedures that search for
verbal acts in natural context (Labov, 1972) , one of the
principles of participant observation techniques (Pelto &
Pelto, 1983) . On no occasion was the data el li cited by using
i ntervi ew schedul es or wr i tten i nstruments of any sort . In
this type of society, such instruments might bring about
inadequate responses causi ng in turn mi staken anal ysi s due
mainly to the fact that the social norms and values of these
groups can only be understood by foreigners after very lengthy
peri ods spent living in the communi ty . In my case , I deci ded



that by the time this acquaintance with the Waraa would
have become a reality, I would have learned whatever I was
interested in as -far as my research was concerned with he
help of a guide- Thus, I preferred to integrate myself into
the community through a Warao that could take me to the right
informant in the right place at the right time. It should be
remembered that my stays in the Warao social contect did not
last beyond two consecutive weeks.

At the beginning, I tried to be as discreet as possible,
taking great care about what I said and did. Soon, I

i nternal ize some el ementary rul es for group acti vi ti es and the
Warao started to guide me through their social life. They
taught me i nternal aspects of thei r ways of living, and step
by step , I coul d gradual 1 y di scover some links between soci al
conduct and language usage. This was the stage of my field
work when the sociol inguistic framework I had set up a priori
for the dissertation began to operate smoothly. Penetrating
i nto the Warao mi nd was not an easy task anyway , and 1 am
still not certain that I was able to enter such unexpected and
unimaginable world. I mention this point because any time that
I turned on my tape recorder, even in situations in which I

had learned such an action would be permissible, the faces of
my interlocutors might equally reveal consent or disapproval

,

often changing their attitude from one day to the next. A
final remark on this point is that, in my own interpretation
of the facts, my data contain language quite similar to that
one that would have been spoken in my absence. I cannot
discard the fact that some interference may have been brought
about by the tape recorder, and even by myself , since both of
these el ements were compl etel y al i en in the Warao dai 1

y

routines.

TRANSCRIPTION AND MORPHOPHONEMICS

The f ol lowing conventions 3tre observed in presenting my
Warao examples. Three 1 i nes of information appear with most
ex amp 1 es i n the body of the paper : < i > a morphemi

c

representation giving the underlying forms of all the
morphemes and the boundaries between them, (ii ) a
morpheme—by—morpheme Eng 1 i sh gl oss , and ( i i i ) an appropr i ate

,

rather free , Engl i sh transl at i on . In thi s system of
representation, common recurring morphemes are given
abbreviated glasses indicated in upper—case letters. A list of
these abbrevi ati ons i s f ound i n the i ntroductory pages of thi s
research . It must be emphasi z ed that the morpheme gl osses are
intended for helping the reader to understand the structure or
usage , ei ther in i sol at i on or contex tual 1 y . It is worth
mentioning as well that when examples are intended for
presenting the referential content that characterizes some
styles, the morpheme—by—morpheme English glosses are avoided,
and an almost literal translation is included.



The transcription of the material is based upon the
International Phonetic Alphabet, and in those cases in which
the exemplification taken from another author appears in
a Spanish-based orthographic representation, the symbols c and
qu have been replaced by /k/. Similarly, the Spanish s has
been rendered as /h/ in my study.
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